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1. Texts of art critiques

Régis DURAND for the « Printemps de la photo », Cahors, France, 1993.
For more than a decade, Bertrand Gadenne has been creating installations that are of
utmost simplicity on the face of it : an image is projected on the walls, on the ground, or
even in space where they appear to ﬂoat.
Yet his work actually constitutes a radical and fascinating proposal. Far from being summoned to attend a simple spectacle, we are invited to enter into a relationship of discovery
and uncertainty. At times, the body of the spectator literally makes the image appaer by
cutting off the ligth rays at just the rigth distance. At others, the image is already there but
because of its paradoxical nature it beckons us to meditate on matter, its gravity or
weightlessness, its appearence or disappearance, and the relationship between shadow
and ligth, objects and their representation.
Over the past few yers he made series of foliage, matches, butterﬂies and stones, and the
latter is once again the subject of his work.
Clearly, however, his purpose is not descriptive. It is rather the set-up as a whole that
interests Gadenne, the image of course but also its place in a given space, and its relationship to the source of luminosity (that can gradually shift, move back and forth, etc.).
And the spectator is an active presence in the set-up of the installation. Unlike the media
use of images, these invite us to meditate, to experience time in silence.

Marie-Josée JEAN « The Incorporeal »
Photographie & Immatérialité, Montréal, 1997.
Bertrand Gadenne invites us to experience touching the immaterial. His installations are
mises-en-scène of the emergence of the image, of its appariton, within the singular act
of perception. Les Papillons (1988) is exemplary in this regard, improsoned in the ligtht
streams that project the butterﬂies ; the only way to perceive these ephemeral, fragile icons
is to interrupt the light beams with our hands. At the basis of this work, there is a photograph,
captured, recorded, and then projected into the void, thereby revealing a luminous trajectory whose subtle hues suggest the presence of an image. Having become light ﬂuxes,
the butterﬂies unfurl from the opaque, inert surface to afﬁrm better their immateriality. And
these luminous particles, I should point out, would remain suspended, purely virtual, were
it not for the viewer who must provide his or her own body as a support. The image thus
captured is the product of a combination, « a becoming other », inexorably melding the
work to the vierwer. Thus, Gadenne’s deftly spare language opens onto complex aesthetic
considerations, suggesting the disappearance of the duality between the observer and
the observed. Tempted by this device, viewers can no longer be captured, gazed upon,
interpreted. This is perhaps what becoming means, merely a correlation, or a perceptual
exchange between two terms that affect each other.
Light is also the vehicle and the substance for a second installation by Bertrand Gadenne,
Les Pierres (1992). Several projectors transmit the image through a ﬁeld of light onto a wall,
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ﬂoor, or any other surface upon which it can take shape. The images are of enormous stones,
the very incarnation of substance, solidity, and the earth’s pull. By exploiting their immaterial properties - their images suspended in space, completely still - Gadenne evokes the
precarious nature of things. It is as though the boulders, arrested in weightlessness, where
expecting a catastrophe : the relentless passage of time or, perhaps, a crash brought about
by the return of gravitational forces. Always insisting on the ambiguity of appearances,
Gadenne’s environment is in constant tension between illusion and perception.

Fabien FAURE « A Museum in the Expanded Field »
New Curiosities, Museum of Digne, France, 2003.
In the dead of night, just behind the slightly old-fashioned window of a butcher’s shop,
a rat stands up on its hind legs, sniffs something, then disappears. A few moments later,
the same scene repeats itself. But one may rest assured, it is not true that there are rats in
the butchers’shops of Digne : the oversized animal appears in a looped video sequence,
occupying the full height of the window onto which it is projected. And a little further on,
the same system has been put to work in a disused shop. The visitor comes across another
animal theatre : an owl’s round eyes stare into the night, whose inky blackness bathes
both the town and the image itself, shorn of its reality. Still further along, a curled-up
snake slowly uncoils. Bertrand Gadenne’s videographic projections, entitled Pour la nuit,
use urban space as a screen. The creator of these visual situations is a manipulator : he
makes simulacra, and likes to shake up the nature of things. Indeed, far from bringing
nature back to its nature, he thrusts it in our faces . This is height of artiﬁce. With Gadenne,
representation is put across above all as appearance. His work has something of quality
of sorcery about it : a rat, an owl and a snake-no mere coincidence. Alain ChareyreMéjan, in his discussion of the artist, rightly mentions the efficacy of the idol, and its
power : « it concretises the mystery of existence directly, without giving it a meaning (…)
It exposes the unintelligible event of the presence of bodies ». So it is not only the image of
the animal that Gadenne’s intangible apparitions introduce into the urban setting, but also
its mute, indifferent presence, its irreducible otherness. The inversion process nonetheless
recalls one of the structures of opposition that is closest to the heart of the anthropologist :
in Digne, during the summer of 2001, it was if, with Pour la nuit, the wilds had taken possession of the village, suggesting another way of thinking, another way of bringing the
museum to life in the expanded ﬁeld.
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2. Selection of works
2.1. Slide shows, installations

The rotating stone - 1993 - Projector of slide,
revolving tray.
The Butterﬂies - 1988 - Projector of slides.
The Head - 1997 - Projector of slides, ceramic
head, revolving tray.
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2.2. Video projections in public space

The Owl - Dufftown, Scotland, 2005.
The Wheel - Video projection with a system
of urban lighting in relation to the race of the
animal, Arras, France, 2006.
The Owl - Château Gonthier, France, 2007.
The Rat - Château Gonthier, France, 2007.
The Faces - Rouen, France, 2007.
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2.3. Video projections, installations

The Bubble - 2002 - Video projection.
The Candle - 2006 - Video on plasma screen.
The Wheel - 2004 - Video projection, the art
gallery Duchamps, Yvetot, France.
The Rat - 2003 - Video projection in the frame of
a door, Galerie Duchamp, Hyvetot.
The Frog - 2001 - Video projection, revolving tray,
stone.
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The Water - 2007 - Video projection on suspended
screen, CEAAC, Strasbourg, France.
The Storm - 2003 - Video installation.
The Cascade - 2006 - Video projection, Arras
Museum, France.
The Foliage - 2005 - Video projection, revolving
tray with mirrors.
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2.4. Photographs

Birth of the writing - 2003.
The illumined body - 1995-2001.
The petriﬁed word - 1994.
The Snake - 2001.
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Birth of the writing - 2006.
Each photography measures approximaty 60 x 60 cm.
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3. Selective biography
Bertrand GADENNE
Born in 1951 in Proverville (Aube)
Teacher at the College of Art - Dunkerque.

be projected », CAIRN-Art Center, Digne-les-Bains,
France.
2000
« Fragments of a world to be projected », french
Gallery, piazza Navona, Rome, Italy.

Represented by Gallery Aline Vidal
70 rue Bonaparte - 75006 - Paris
Tel : 00 33 (0) 1 43 26 08 68
galerie@alinevidal.com
www.alinevidal.com

1999
Gallery Aline Vidal, Paris, France.
1997
« The Suspended Time», Contemporary Art
Center La Chapelle du Genêteil, Château-Gontier,
France.

SELECTED SOLO EXHIBITIONS
2007
« At the birth of a legend », video projections - Night
shows at the Grand’Mare with students from the
College of Arts, Rouen, France.
« At the end of the night », Gallery Duchamp,
Yvetot, France.

1996
« Collapse », Art Center, Crestet, France.

2006
« The Intruders », tree shopwindows - Partnership
with the contemporary Art Center La Chapelle du
Genêteil, Château-Gontier, France.
« Fragments of a world to be projected », CEAAC,
Strasbourg, France.
« Resonances », Museum of Fine Arts, Arras,
France.

1993
« The Suspended Time», Castle Museum, Annecy, France.

1994
« The Suspended Time», French Institut, Edinburgh, Scotland.

SELECTED GROUPE SHOWS
2007
« Noah Noah ! », Fondation Claudine et JeanMarc Salomon, Annecy, France.

2005
« The Foliage », video projection on the front wall
of the Matisse Museum for the « Night of Museums », Le Cateau-Cambrésis, France.
« The world in a circle », Cultural Center Le Triangle, Rennes, France.

2006
« Mirabilia and other curiosities », Gallery Domi
Nostrae, Lyon, France.

2003
Gallery Aline Vidal, Paris, France.
« Like a crossing », Castle Museum, Tours, France.
2002
« The Intruders », National Center of Photography,
Paris, France.

2005
« Skin is the deeper », Museum of Fine Arts,
Valenciennes, France.
« Artists at Glenﬁdich Distillery », Dufftown, Scotland.
« Paris in Shanghai, three generations of french
photographers », Museum of Fine Arts, Shanghai,
China.

2001
« Fragments of a world to be projected », Maacher
Kulturhuef, Luxembourg.
« For the night », video projections on tree shopwindows of the town and « Fragments of a world to

2004
« Fitting out house, living in the museum », collection of the Regional Fund of Contemporary Art of
Nord-Pas de Calais, Center of Contemporary Art,
Villa Croce, Gênes, Italy.
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2003
« Matisse and the tree », Matisse Museum, Le
Cateau-Cambrésis, France.
« Burning seen », Gallery 44 - Centre for Contemporary Photography, Toronto, Canada.
« Apparitions », Superior institute for the study of
plastic language, Brussels, Belgium.

Saint-Benoît, Digne-les-Bains, ed. Anthese,
France.
1993
« The Suspending Time », text by Régis Durand,
ed. DAO - la petite école, Castle Museum, Annecy, France.

2002
« The Diaphanous and the obscure, a history of
the slide in contemporary Art », European Center
of Photography, Paris, France.

Catalogues of groupe shows
2005
« Paris in Shangai », ed. Actes Sud, France.
« Skin is the deeper », éd. Museum of Fine Arts,
Valenciennes, France.
« Artists at Glenﬁddich », texts by Claudia Zeiske
and Francis McKee , ed. William Grant, Dufftown,
Scotland.

2001
« Iconography of Butterﬂy », Corean Art Center,
Seoul, South Korea.
« Burning seen. Bodies, Shows », Gallery Sequence, Chicoutimi, Canada.

2003
« New curiosities », ed. Museum Gassendi,
Digne-les-Bains, France.
« Apparition(s), Alexandra Dementieva and
Bertrand Gadenne », ed. Superior institute for the
study of plastic language, texts by Catherine
Henkinet and Nicolas Surlapierre, Brussels,
Belgium.

2000
« Narcissus injured, contemporary self-portraits,
1970-2000 », Passage de Retz, Paris, France.
1999
« Round trip », Bonner Kunstverein, Bonn,
Germany.
1997
« Corps/Decor », Kunstraum, Innsbruck, Austria.
« Photography and Immateriality, the incorporels »,
Month of the Photography, Montréal, Canada.

2002
« The diaphanous and the obscure», text by JeanMichel Ribettes, ed. Paris Audiovisuel, European
Center of Photography, France.

1996
« The horn of the unicorn », International Meetings
of Photography, Arles, France.

Theoretical books
2007
« Transient art », text by Céline Aubertin «Sculpter
l’éphémère », pages 161-178, collection Figure de
l’art, numero 12, Pau University, France.
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